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Snapshot: the status of SUSY

• Theoretical impetus vs. a wealth of data

– Null results in jets + MET for squarks, gluino below 1-1.5 
TeV, multileptons for EW gauginos in 100-500 GeV range

– Higgs discovery at 125 GeV

– Null results for heavy MSSM Higgses

– B- and K-physics observables

– Dark matter direct detection
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Many complementary
direct and indirect probes



Our focus on complementarity

• Quantitatively understand the impact of direct and 
indirect constraints on the MSSM parameter space

– Assume minimal flavor violation and CP conservation

• At tree level, have type II 2HDM and no FCNCs

• At loop level, induce non-holomorphic Higgs couplings, 
parameterized by ε

– ζ is alignment parameter for LH squark splitting effect on 
the down sector



Example: ξsb
H/A coupling

• Flavor changing coupling between bottom and 
strange induced by Higgsino-stop, gluino-squark, 
and wino-squarkloops

– ζ is necessary for gluino and wino loops

– If ζ=0, still have Higgsino loops

• These εFC parameters are non-decoupling!



Direct and indirect observables

• H/A→bb, ττ
– robust against changes in MSSM parameters

• B → τν and K → μν
– probe charged Higgs at tree level

– cannot address B → Dτν or B → D* τν in MSSM+MFV

• Bs → μ+μ- (new LHCb result claiming evidence in 1211.2674)

– probe neutral Higgs exchange

• B → Xsγ
– probe loops of stop-chargino, squark

• Also study vacuum stability, DM (see paper, 
1211.1976)



H/A→bb, ττ constraints

• Consider four scenarios for understanding typical 
MA vs. tan β constraints



B→τν, B→Dτν, B→D*τν, K→μν



B→τν, B→Dτν, B→D*τν, K→μν

• Cannot address B→τν, 
B→Dτν, B→D*τν
simultaneously

• MSSM charged Higgs is 
typically destructive with 
SM
– From vacuum stability

requirements, cannot find 
regions in parameter space 
where the sign of ε flips and
changes the interference
to be constructive



B→τν

• Again, charged Higgs is destructive with SM

• B→τν can be stronger than direct searches



Bs → μ+μ-

• As we have seen, LHCb has an impressive, new 
measurement for Bs → μ+μ-

• We have several SUSY contributions that come with 
separate signs and can cancel

• Higgsino vs. gluino loop, and SM vs. SUSY, total SUSY amplitude

1211.2674

@ 95% C.L.



Bs → μ+μ-

• Adjust At to get Higgs mass of 125 GeV (not satisfied in lower left corner)

• Solid lines = degenerate squarks = no gluino contribution

• Dashed (ζ=1), dotted (ζ=0.5), with first two squark gens heavier by 50%

• Gray band = chargino search at LEP



Bs → μ+μ-

• Switching sign of μ switches relative sign between SM and SUSY

• Switching sign of At switches relative sign between Higgsino and gluino

• For positive (negative) μAt, SUSY is destructive (constructive) with SM
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• Switching sign of μ switches relative sign between SM and SUSY
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What a difference a day 
makes! (Rather, new data)

[L: old 4.2 × 10-9; R: new (1.1-6.4) × 10-9 ]



Bs → μ+μ-

• Switching sign of μ switches relative sign between SM and SUSY

• Switching sign of At switches relative sign between Higgsino and gluino

• For positive (negative) μAt, destructive (constructive) with SM

Blanket statements about
the MSSM at large tan β are 
easy to make but too naïve

[Both L and R are old data]



B → Xsγ

• Here, SUSY contributions come from loops of 
charged Higgs–top, neutral Higgs–bottom, 
Higgsino–stop, gaugino–squark

– These do decouple with the SUSY scale

– C7,8
gaugino has a ζ piece and 2-loop piece (important for 

large tan β)



B → Xsγ

• Probes light 

charged Higgs

masses even for 

low tan β

– [Stop-chargino loop

negligible here]



B → Xsγ
• [Charged Higgs interferes constructively with SM (but small, MA = 800 GeV)]

• For positive (negative) μ, gluino interferes destructively (constructively)

• For positive (negative) μAt, constructive (destructive) with SM



Constraints with RGEs for mass splittings

(old Bs → μ+μ- for 4.2×10-9)



Conclusions

• MSSM with MFV is well constrained by 
complementary probes

– As is well-known in interpreting loop processes, possible 
cancellations are important

• FCNC constraints depend crucially on μ, At, first-
third generation mass squared splitting ΔQ13, and 
alignment in flavor space ζ

– Generally, positive μ and At are favored

– We can accommodate a SM-Higgs at 125 GeV

• SUSY amplitudes cancel against SM in this region and SUSY 
amplitudes are suppressed compared to negative μ





mh corrections from third gen sfermions



Explaining Rμ23

1005.2323



Vacuum stability



Bs → μ+μ- (old version)



Bs → μ+μ- (old version)



B → Xsγ



Auxilliary functions



Characteristic mass splittings from RGEs

A0 = 2 TeV



Characteristic mass splittings from RGEs

A0 = -2 TeV



Dark matter



Dark matter


